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 os. can not open any.fla files. i have tried to download and to reinstall flash plugin and to repair flash. but it did not work. A: The problem with Linux system is that every time you install a program or update it the need to re-install the last one. What you can do is create a separate partition to store all the programs that you need, you can create it by using the following command in the terminal
window: sudo apt-get install gparted After that you open your partition manager and erase all the space you want to use for your new partition. Once you are done, make a backup of all your data before proceeding. After you have erased the space you are going to use to create a new partition, the next step is to create your partition. Create a new partition with the following command: sudo fdisk

/dev/sda Write the size of your new partition: n # press enter and then write the size of the new partition w # write to the disk, and then enter Write the amount of the partition that you want to create: n # again press enter and write the new partition size w # write the partition and then enter Write the name of the new partition that you just created: n # write the name of the new partition w # write the
name Check if the new partition has been created. p # exit without saving anything This will take some time as you are creating a new partition, if everything goes OK you should see a new partition created on your disk. Next you have to format the partition that you just created. To format your new partition the following command will do the trick: sudo mkfs -t ext4 /dev/sda5 Make sure that you

replace /dev/sda5 with the name of your new partition. Finally, if you want to install the last version of Flash Player into your Linux partition you have to install the plugin into your Firefox by using this command in the terminal: sudo apt-get install flashplugin-installer Now your Flash Player should be working fine. If you want to install it with the browser I think that this link should help you: Linux
Installation and Downloading of Adobe Flash Player 11.3.300.127 82157476af
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